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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

27th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5) 
 

Wednesday 6 November 2019 
 
The Committee will meet at 9.45 am in the James Clerk Maxwell Room (CR4). 
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 

to take items 3 and 4 in private. The committee will also decide whether to take 
consideration of a draft letter making recommendations to the Standards, 
Procedures and Public Appointments Committee on the Scottish Elections 
(Reform) Bill in private at a future meeting. 

 
2. Scottish Elections (Reform) Bill: The Committee will take evidence, with a 

view to making recommendations to the lead committee on the Bill at Stage 1 at 
a later date, from— 

 
Willie Sullivan, Senior Director (Campaigns and Scotland), Electoral 
Reform Society; 
 
Ronnie Hinds, Chair, Local Government Boundary Commission for 
Scotland. 
 

3. Scottish Elections (Reform) Bill: The Committee will consider the evidence 
heard earlier in the meeting. 

 
4. Work programme: The Committee will consider its work programme. 
 
 

Peter McGrath 
Clerk to the Local Government and Communities Committee 

Room T3.40   
The Scottish Parliament  

Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 348 5232 

Email: peter.mcgrath@parliament.scot 
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Local Government and Communities Committee 
27th Meeting (Session 5), Wednesday 6 November 2019 

Scottish Elections (Reform) Bill: Note by the Clerk 
 
Introduction 

1. This paper sets out some background information on the Local Government 
and Communities Committee’s scrutiny of the Scottish Elections (Reform) Bill.  
 
Background 

2. The Bill was introduced by the Cabinet Secretary for Government Business 
and Constitutional Relations, Michael Russell MSP, on 2 September 2019. Its 
purpose is to reform certain aspects of the law relating to Scottish 
parliamentary and local government elections, including length of terms; to 
make provision about the role of the Electoral Commission in relation to those 
elections; to confer functions on the Electoral Management Board for Scotland 
in relation to Scottish parliamentary elections; to rename and make provision 
about the Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland; and for 
connected purposes. 
 

3. The Standards, Procedures and Public Appointments Committee is lead 
Committee in scrutiny of the Bill at Stage 1. Amongst changes proposed by 
the Bill are those directly affecting Scottish Government local elections, 
including: 

 
• changing term lengths from four to five years for local government, as 

well as for the Scottish Parliament; 
• allowing two and five member council wards in addition to three and four 

member wards; 
• prohibiting voting more than once at local authority elections; and 
• enabling electronic voting for local authority elections. 

 
4. The Scottish Parliament Information Centre (SPICe) has produced this briefing 

on the Bill: 
 
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2019/10/30/Scottish-
Elections--Reform--Bill/SB%2019-66.pdf 

 
5. Given its interest in local government elections, the Committee agreed to hold 

a one-off evidence session on the Bill and then report its findings to the lead 
Committee by way of a letter.  
 

6. Earlier this Parliamentary session, the Committee undertook some work on 
local government electoral law and administration. Following a short inquiry in 
2017, exploring the purpose and appropriateness of providing payments or 
fees to Returning Officers (principally Local Authority Chief Executives), over 
and above their salary, the Committee called for these payments to be 
stopped. In its response, the Scottish Government said that this issue would 
be explored through the Scottish Government’s local governance review, 
which is ongoing.  

 

https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/112675.aspx
http://cas/Meeting%20Papers/10680/20191031Scottish%20ElectionsReformBill_QuestionPaper.docx
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2019/10/30/Scottish-Elections--Reform--Bill/SB%2019-66.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2019/10/30/Scottish-Elections--Reform--Bill/SB%2019-66.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/101100.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/101100.aspx
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7. During its work on Scottish Local Government Elections and Voting, the 
Committee explored (amongst other matters) how voter turnout could be 
improved through the use of proxy and electronic voting.  

 
8. During its consideration of Local Government Boundary Commission for 

Scotland's 5th Review, the Committee explored the pros and cons of  
restricting electoral wards to three or four members, including whether this was 
inflexible and whether or not it helped achieve an optimal balance between 
proportionality and the councillor-ward link.  
 
Evidence sessions 

9. At its Committee meeting on 6 November 2019, the Committee will take oral 
evidence from— 
 

• Willie Sullivan, Senior Director (Campaigns and Scotland), Electoral 
Reform Society; 

• Ronnie Hinds, Chair, Local Government Boundary Commission for 
Scotland. 

 
10. A written submission to the lead Committee from the Electoral Reform Society 

is attached at Annexe A. The Local Government Boundary Commission for 
Scotland’s response to the Scottish Government’s consultation prior to the 
introduction of the Bill is available here.  
 
Next steps 

11. Following the evidence session, the Committee will provide recommendations 
to the Standards, Procedures and Public Appointments Committee. 
 

 
  

https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/101840.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/101102.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/101102.aspx
https://consult.gov.scot/elections/electoral-reform/consultation/view_respondent?sort=excerpt&order=ascending&_b_index=240&uuId=389000791
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ANNEXE A  
 

 

Introduction   
  
The Electoral Reform Society was founded in 1884 and has over 100 years of experience and 
knowledge of democratic processes and institutions. As an independent campaigning 
organisation working for a better democracy in the UK we believe voters should be at the 
heart of British politics. The Society works to improve the health of our democracy and to 
empower and inform voters. http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk  
  
The Electoral Reform Society welcomes this consultation and fully supports many 
recommendations contained within this bill.  If we have not commented on elements of the Bill 
it is because we are broadly supportive of those proposed changes.   
   
Meaningful, and more inclusive, participation should absolutely be the cornerstone of electoral 
reform and we look forward to seeing improved elections take place across Scotland.   
  
We would nevertheless caution against viewing these proposed reform of elections as in any 
way enough to achieve a democracy fit for 21st Century Scotland. Democracy is probably best 
described as ‘government of the people by the people for the people’. Elections are a method 
of helping to achieve that. Without efficient, well-run elections, trust and legitimacy in our 
system of government is unobtainable but good elections alone may merely provide a 
‘confidence trap ‘, a shiny veneer beneath which our democracy rots.   
  
An informed population that belong enthusiastically to social, civil, cultural and political 
institutions that allow them to be full and active citizens are the bedrock of a healthy society 
and as vital for democracy as elections.  The big changes we are living through can be 
opportunities for creating better democracy but also contain grave threats to it. The failure to 
take the opportunities only increases the potency of the threats.   
  
Considering this it is vital that this reform of elections is closely coordinated with the Scottish 
Governments ‘Local Governance Review’ and subsequent bill. We cannot stress this point 
strongly enough and would suggest that when that relevant bill comes forward in the next 
parliament that additional reform of these current reforms will be required. We attach our 
‘Democracy Matters – A Vision for the Future of Scottish Democracy’ Pamphlet as a 
provocation for this discussion.  
  
Section 4 – Electoral wards: number of councillors  
  
  

Background and the need for substantial reform   
  
The ERS acknowledge the tension the Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland 
face between ensuring parity of wards and representation in terms of registered electorate 
while representing meaningful communities.  While a balance between these things is 
important we suggest that much more weight is given to ‘discreet and meaningful 
communities’ being represented as such rather than to heavy an emphasis on numbers of 
registered electors.  We would like to see a principle of parity in terms of community 
representation as well as that of individual voters.  That is not to say that a small village 
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should have the same level of representation as a large town but that a small village should 
have similar levels of representation to a larger village etc.     
  
This should involve a very substantial increase in levels and quality of community involvement 
in them deciding which unit /size they would like to be represented at a local level.  Such a 
process could drastically improve the quality of Scotland’s democracy.  
  
We also note that Scotland is the least represented population in Europe – 4-member wards 
for example currently cover around 16 000 registered electors and many more constituents   
  
Below the national level, Scotland is the least democratic country in the European Union; 
some have argued that it is the least democratic country in the developed world. We elect 
fewer people to make our decisions than anyone else and fewer people turn out to vote in 
those elections than anyone else. We have much bigger local councils that anyone else, 
representing many more people and vastly more land area than anyone else, even other 
countries with low density of population.   
  
In France one in 125 people are represented by elected community politician. In Austria, one 
in 200. In Germany one in 400. In Finland one in 500. In Scotland it is one in 4,270 (even 
England manages one in 2,860)’1  
  
In short, Scottish local councils are far more distant and unrepresentative of each community 
than in any comparable country. We believe the most appropriate solution is allowing smaller 
wards and increasing the number of councillors.  ERS along with BMG polling carried out 
some public opinion research around this in 2016 and in 2017 (see Appendix 1). 78% of those 
surveyed were in favour of more councillors.  
  

Bill Proposals on Ward size   
  
If wards and the population as a whole had more councillors, then discrete communities could 
still ensure the election of someone with local ties without sacrificing the proportionality of the 
current system. We think a large increase in the number of smaller population wards with 
more members probably within the context of a lower layer of local government closer to 
actual communities should be the goal.  We should be aiming for minimums of three (3) 
member wards and up to nine (9) member wards. This would address the issue of 
communities being split and represented only partially by a member that is most stark where 
island communities are amalgamated together or with bits of the mainland.   
  
Of course we support improvements to the current inadequate system so allowing the 
Boundary Commission to increase the size of the wards in densely populated areas and the 
the number of councillors which will give gains in over-all proportionality in those places but it 
is somewhat of a  diversion from the bigger problem and we feel we would be irresponsible 
just to endorse the increase in ward size and not point out that lack of fundamental reform 
continues to undermine confidence in our democratic institutions.  
  
  
  

                                                           
1 Eberhard Bort, Robin McAlpine and Gordon Morgan, The Silent Crisis: Failure and Revival in Local Democracy in Scotland 
(2012) Summary Report p1  
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Section 6 – Electronic Voting   
  
There are a number of concerns with electronic voting. While security of any system is a 
factor, there are also issues with systems crashing. The cost of installing a number of 
electronic screens in each polling station would be substantial and there is also evidence to 
suggest a possible reduction in turnout. In addition, not everyone is comfortable with using 
computers, so there could be some issues with accessibility in this regard. Evidence from 
Belgium, for instance, has shown a drop-in turnout in municipalities using electronic voting 
machines, despite that country’s use of compulsory voting. Evidence from the United States 
also indicates that polling station staffing problems were created when electronic voting was 
introduced.2  
   
However, given the pace at which technology is developing, with the right developments and 
information provided to voters, we would support the trialling and testing of electronic voting. 
Should this happen, adequate lead-in time for testing is essential: rushed revisions risk 
providing a flawed picture of their usability and success. Electronic counting was initially 
viewed with suspicion but proved successful – for example, there were no challenges to the 
count in the 2017 local elections.  We do think the presence of a verifiable paper trail is an 
important lesson from the experience of electronic counting. Any electronic voting machine 
might produce some sort of paper receipt that can be used as a check if there are challenges.  
  
The use of electronic voting could reduce the number of rejected ballot papers because they 
have not been completed in accordance with the election rules. When set for an STV election, 
the electronic voting machines would allow the use only of numbers to record preferences: 
digits “1” to the number of candidates. Thus ballot papers would no longer be rejected 
because they showed two or more “X”s. Similarly, the voting machines would be set to accept 
only continuous sequences of preferences, from “1”. Thus, ballot papers would no longer be 
truncated because they showed sequences of preferences such as “1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7”.   
  
Online voting via the internet and a potentially open or ‘hackable’ network requires cast-iron 
guarantees of security that we feel are not available at the moment.  
  

Section 24 – Role of the Elections Management Board (EMB)  
  
Good research and reporting on elections is important for public confidence and for on-going 
improvement. The EMB could have a role in advising on or coordinating and disseminating 
primary data collected through the operation of the elections, e.g. national turnout etc. In 
addition to the functions listed in the Bill, the Electoral Management Board should be given 
responsibility for the publication in one place of all results of all Scottish elections, together 
with all the related required public information. For local government elections this information 
is currently available only on the 32 separate websites of the Local Authorities. There is a lack 
of consistency among the websites in the presentation and accessibility of the information.  
There is also a lack of consistency among Local Authorities in providing access to results and 
information from elections preceding the most recent ordinary elections. The full results and 
all the related information from all local government elections should be published in one 
consistent format on one centrally-maintained website – as a “deposit of record”. This should 
include long-term storage of historic results.  
                                                           
2 .Chris Carman ‘E-voting, lessons from the States’ (2018) at Scotland’s elections – Fit for purpose in the 21st  
Century? Election Commission Conference, Glasgow University 26/01/18  
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Section 29 – Reviews of local government wards and number of councillors  
  
Schedule 6 of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973 (as amended) sets out the rules 
that the present Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland must apply in devising 
a scheme of wards for any one Local Government Area. We would like the committee to 
consider whether the parity criteria in aiming for each councillor to represent the same 
number of electors is given undue weight on the basis that it is a simple numerical measure 
but largely obscures the complexity of representation – What about children or others who are 
not registered? What about people that rely on the state and therefore require more 
representation than others? There are no easy answers to this but the overemphasis on 
electoral parity could well create a conceptual norm that could be improved by turning down 
the importance of that measure. It is a highly individualistic way of thinking about Scottish 
society and amplifies the individual person that votes as an entity and downplays the 
collective community. Do we only vote for ourselves or do we also vote for each other?  This 
is why we would like the boundaries and representation of a cohesive community unit to be 
given more weight in the decision-making on where boundaries are drawn and how numbers 
of representatives decided.  For example, a ward might have a higher ratio of representatives 
to population so that the community boundaries are consistent with the feeling of connection 
and belonging to that community. So, if an island needs to be one ward but seems over-
represented that is a flexibility worth having.   
  
Things that might be in this Bill that are not.  
  
Council By-elections or Casual Vacancies   
  
We think that there is a better way of filling Scottish council seats that are vacated between 
elections. The current by-election rules mean that the whole ward is polled to elect one 
member through the ‘Alternative Vote’ system.  This can upset the proportionality which is a 
founding principle of the electoral systems, i.e. seats awarded should reflect votes cast.   It 
also misses an opportunity to make the whole system work better. If the empty seat was filled 
by the next person on the party slate of candidates that failed to be elected. This would 
encourage parties to stand more candidates, incentivise against uncontested seats and 
ensure that the electoral system operated more effectively.  Should the seat be held by an 
independent or if there is no party candidate available then the ballot papers from the last 
election should be recounted as if the previously elected councillor was not there.   
  
  
Making the Role of Returning Officer part of the Local Authority Chief Executives Job.  
  
The running of elections is central to the duties of a local authority.  While there is probably a 
need to define in contract the independence of the role from the political administration there 
are other duties that fall entirely on the CEs or other council officers beyond the authority of 
the administration, i.e. duties of child protection.   As we have to-date heard no strong 
argument for Returning Officer to be a ‘second job’ for CEs we think it makes sense to make it 
a function of the CE job. This must be planned and managed with great consideration – 
Returning Officers are clearly vital, and their role should not be an afterthought, nor should ad 
hoc RO commitments detract from their responsibilities as Chief Executives.  
  
See Appendix 1 below.  
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Appendix 1.  
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Our Democracy

Democracy

Asset and Obstacle Mapping, 2018



ERS Scotland

Matters

This pamphlet highlights ERS Scotland and the 
Our Democracy Coalition’s vision for the future 
of local governance in Scotland. The timing of 
this proposal comes at a pivotal time in Scottish 
politics, when the Government is consulting 
citizens and civil society groups about the 
design of our democratic system. Despite the 
fact that our democracy is more proportionally 
representative than the UK electoral system, our 
politics is far less local. This is a problem
as it leads to a sense of disempowerment as 
decisions are being made elsewhere.

Our vision, summarised in this pamphlet, is a 
provocation to stimulate ideas rather than a 
final blueprint. It is based on the work we have 
been doing over a number of years. We have 
held local-level democratic events throughout 
the country, helping communities to create 
a shared vision for their future; developed a 
citizen-led Declaration on Local Democracy to 
unite the people of Scotland behind a common 
cause; and held a national conference on the 
future of democracy in Scotland. This has given 
us an understanding of what people want, what 
works, and what new structures, processes and 
institutions are needed to create a democracy 
that is fit for the 21st century. A democracy that 
is designed to bring people closer to decision 
making and foster collaboration and consensus 
in our communities.



‘Act As If...’ Council - Govan, Glasgow 2017

Democracy

Our Democracy



The existing local authorities should become regional / 
city authorities with a legally defined remit to provide 
infrastructure and services to assist more local units of 
governance to deliver their plans/vision and meet their 
defined ‘challenges’. This should also involve all elements 
of non-acute health services.

A new layer of elected ‘development councils’ would be 
available to any community that met certain criteria and 
could show popular support. This might mean through 
local democratic events, votes, or both. This council will 
be statutory bound to have as a priority delivery of the 
local plan / vision set by the citizens’ assembly below. 

A ‘development council’ must establish a standing, 
annual citizens’ assembly for that community. Its early 
sessions would design a community vision / plan for the 
next three years and then subsequent annual gatherings 
for the ‘development council’ to be accountable to 
the citizens’ assembly on progress on the vision. 
The citizens’ assembly should be randomly selected 
so that it can fulfil requirements of democratic 
legitimacy. The assemblies must become as much a 
part of the democratic process as elections and so 
should be regulated by a new section of the Elections 
Management Board. 

Matters
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Democracy is the right for people to decide how the place 
where they live is run. For a hundred years this right has built 
our communities, our society and our sense of justice. But 
too few people now believe that this right is being honoured, 
too few believe that they decide and too many believe they 
are powerless and voiceless. So we call for a new democracy 
which is ready to help us build for a hundred years to come.

First, decisions must be made for each place, in that place by 
the people who live there. Our towns and villages must decide 
for themselves just as our nation must decide for itself. Power 

must exist at the scale of the community which is affected.
We need our democracy much closer.

Second, the right to decide should not disappear each time 
the brief flicker of an election is over. Delegating our right to 
decide is not, in itself, enough. We must create a democracy 
that involves us all the time, where citizens do not just choose 

rulers but shape the rules.

Third, democracy must be powerful. The right to choose must 
be matched by the power to do – and the power to do must be 
matched with the resource to do it. Democracy is not gifted 
from above but from below, so power and resource must rest 

in the places where people live.

This is our simple vision for our future; a truly local democracy, a 
truly participatory democracy and a truly powerful democracy. 

We have learned the lesson of our last hundred years; it is not 
enough that the future is built, it must be built for us. We must 
now learn a lesson for our next hundred years; it is not enough 

that the future is built for us, it must be built by us.









Reclaiming Our Coalfield Communities - Bo’ness, 2018
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Democratic power lies with people and communities who give 
some of that power to governments and local governments, not 
the other way around. 

Decisions should be taken as close to communities as possible, 
and local governance must be the right shape and form for the 
people and places it serves

Democratic decisions should be clear and understandable 
to communities, with clean lines of accountability back to 
communities.

All communities must be able to participate in the decision 
making that affects their lives and their communities. 

Different parts of the democratic system should have distinct 
jobs to do that are set out in ‘competencies’, rather than depend 
on power being handed down from ‘higher’ levels of governance. 

Every part of the democratic system must support the others, 
and none can be, or should seek to be, self-contained and self-
sufficient 

The purpose of all democracy is to improve opportunities and 
outcomes for the individuals and communities that empower it 

THE PRINCIPLE OF SOVEREIGNTY

THE PRINCIPLE OF SUBSIDIARITY

THE PRINCIPLE OF TRANSPARENCY

THE PRINCIPLE OF PARTICIPATION

THE PRINCIPLE OF SPHERES NOT TIERS OF GOVERNMENT

THE PRINCIPLE OF INTERDEPENDENCY

THE PRINCIPLE OF WELL-BEING

ERS supports the principles outlined in the COSLA Commission and suggest 

these be financed by the principle of fiscal flexibility and redistribution.
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Reclaiming Our Coalfield Communities - Dalmellington, 2018

Matters
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The photos in this document 
are from community assemblies 
and local democratic events, or 
mini-publics, that were carried 
out throughout Scotland in 2017 
and 2018. Rather than merely 
speculating on the model that 
local governance should take, we 
tested tools and decision making 
processes to understand what 
works and how local democracy 
should look in the future. 











Any community within the 
reformed Local Authority 
that meets certain criteria 
and could show popular 
support can adopt a 
new layer of elected 
Development Councils.

The citizens assemblies 
should be randomly 
selected local events. 
The selection methods 
should be highly specified 
and regulated by a new 
section of the Elections 
Management Board. 

Reformed 
Local 

Authority 

Development
Councils

Citizens
Assemblies

Democracy

Our Democracy



Existing local uthorities become bodies 
with a statutory defined remit to provide 
infrastructure and services to the new 
local units of governance. 

The assembly’s first session will design 
a local vision for the next 3 years. The 
subsequent gatherings will hold the 
development council to account on their 
progress delivering on the vision. 

Each development council establishes 
an annual citizens’ assembly for their 
community. The development council’s 
job is to deliver the local vision, as set by 
their local citizens assembly. They can 
work with other development councils to 
help accomplish this. 

REFORMED LOCAL AUTHORITY

DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

SERVICES

LOCAL 
VISION

INTEGRATION AND 
COORDINATION

SCRUTINY

CITIZENS ASSEMBLY
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We suggest taking the experience of the Local Tax 
Commission, revisiting it, and using it to create a funding 
system for local governance based on local collection 
and retention, with a layer of redistribution at the national 
level. There should be a great deal more flexibility for 
Local Authorities to use a range of local taxes to fulfil their 
needs. Including things like land and property taxes, and 
bed and tourist taxes. 

Proportional 
Redistribution at the 
National Level

Flexible Local Tax 
(land, bed, property, 
tourist, congestion)

Local Authorities

Development Councils

Democracy

Our Democracy



Matters
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